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Vinland Saga 6
The rematch that had to happen—Seiji vs Nicholas and neither is walking out the same!
Kentaro Miura's epic adult fantasy/horror series is an international sensation and is now featured in
7x10 deluxe hardcover editions! Griffith, the mutilated leader of the Band of the Hawk mercenaries,
offers up his command to the demon lords of the Godhand in exchange for a rebirth into beauty--and
terrible power. But the Hawks' berserker champion, Guts, will take on perdition itself to save his
lover, Casca, from the profane violations that only Hell can offer! Collects Berserk volumes 13-15,
and includes Berserk Prototype, the original Berserk submission story.
Sigurd returns home to Iceland to face the horrible Halfdan, but a father and a king can only be as
good as his word—a blessing he refuses to bestow to Sigurd without a ?ght. All the while, Gudrid joins
Thor?nn and the crew on their journey to Thor?nn’s childhood home, where Halfdan’s presence
looms mightily… However, with some help from fresh faces and promising volunteers, the day the
ships set o? for Vinland is imminent.
The thrilling and suspenseful time-leaping story enters its 5th volume!! Takemichi stopped Draken
from dying, successfully changed the past, and returned to the present for a reunion with Hinata. But
there's little time to celebrate, as he loses her again... While fate itself toys with him, Takemichi's
struggle to reach the top begins!
Strawberry and the Soul Reapers
Vinland Saga 06
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Part 4--Diamond Is Unbreakable, Vol. 5
Vinland Saga 11
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"First published in Japan in 2018, 2019 by Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo, as Vinland Saga,
volumes 21 and 22"--Colophon.
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole
again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of one of the most beloved manga
and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and
completely fresh lettering, and presented with color pages on large-trim archivalquality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark
adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes
brand-new cover art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches
from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost
his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of
armor. When a dear friend is suddenly lost, a good mechanic can repair the
brothers’ metal bodies, but nothing can repair their hearts.
Après des semaines de course-poursuite à travers l'Angleterre, l'armée d'Askeladd
a finalement été rattrapée par celle de Thorkell. Voyant Askeladd grièvement
blessé, Thorfinn se précipite dans la bataille sanglante. Pour sauver la tête de
l'assassin de son père, le jeune Islandais en exil accepte de se battre en duel
contre Thorkell. De son côté, le prince Knut, traumatisé par la mort de son fidèle
Ragnar, prend une décision qui bouleversera l'Europe
This Notebook about a college Ruled for writing. Also, she is about a character of
anime. with 110 pages and 6"x9".
Planetes Omnibus Volume 1
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Vinland Saga 12
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Part 4--Diamond Is Unbreakable
Magus of the Library 3

This book has been specially designed for you as a Vinland
Saga fan to help you in your work, activity or creativity, and it
can be made as a gift to the people closest to you and to make
them happy Vinland Saga Notebook is the perfect gift for
adults and kids, Teachers and Students will love them! Perfect
present idea for any gift giving occasion. Composition
Notebook Features : ✅ Dimensions : 6 x 9 Inches ✅ pages : 100 ✅
Interior : In Lines, White Paper ✅ Cover finish : Glossy
Umezz’s classic horror manga opens with “Sisters,” in which
Orochi affects the lives of two wealthy siblings who couldn’t be
more alike...or more different. Next, in “Bones,” Orochi helps a
man come back to life after a terrible accident, but
resurrection can be a deadly business... -- VIZ Media
Fans of mature, epic tales like Berserk and Lone Wolf and Cub
will find a new favorite in Vinland Saga. Hardcover two-in-one
format packed with extras appeals to college-aged and adult
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fans. 16 and up. Series is ongoing in Japan. The Viking invasion
of England has reached a fever pitch, and Askeladd and
Thorfinn rush to take part in the carnage! Their goal is the
capture of Canute, the son of King Sweyn Forkbeard and heir
to the throne of Scandanavia and the Danelaw. But standing in
their way is Thorkell, one of the Viking world's most daring
warriors. The defeat of a living legend will be a formidable test
of Askeladd's cunning and Thorfinn's ruthlessness! Story
Locale: Medieval England Series Overview: Thorfinn is son to
one of the Vikings' greatest warriors, but when his father is
killed in battle by the mercenary leader Askeladd, he swears to
have his revenge. Thorfinn joins Askeladd's band in order to
challenge him to a duel, and ends up caught in the middle of a
war for the crown of England. From the creator of the classic
Planetes manga comes this epic, highly-anticipated tale.
I had to accept that I wasn’t just Arthur Leywin anymore, and
that I could no longer be limited by the circumstances of my
birth. If I was going to escape, if I was going to go toe-to-toe
with the most powerful beings in this world, I needed to push
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myself to my utmost limit...and then I needed to push even
further. After nearly dying as a victim of his own strength,
Arthur Leywin wakes to find himself far from the continent
where he was born for the second time. Alone, broken, and
with no way to tell his family he’s alive, Arthur must rebuild his
strength to survive. As he ascends through an ancient dungeon
filled with hostile beasts and devious trials, he discovers an
ancient, absolute power - a power that will either ruin him or
take him to new heights. But the dungeon won’t give up its
knowledge easily. Before he can plunder its depths, Arthur
must learn to untangle the threads of fate. He must band
together with the unlikeliest of allies if he hopes to escape
with his life.
Vinland Saga Anime, Thorfin, College Ruled for Writing Size
6"x9",110Pages
Vinland Saga 5
Vinland Saga 24
JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure: Part 3--Stardust Crusaders, Vol. 8
A multigenerational tale of the heroic Joestar family and their never-ending battle
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against evil! The legendary Shonen Jump series is now available in deluxe
hardcover editions featuring color pages! JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure is a
groundbreaking manga famous for its outlandish characters, wild humor and
frenetic battles. Rohan Kishibe is a madman! The incredibly talented comics artist is
not just a popular mangaka but also a Stand user! What’s the secret of Rohan’s
Stand? And will Koichi Hirose survive his encounter with Rohan, or will Josuke
Higashikata and Shining Diamond have to figure out some way to save the day once
again?
Theo has completed the first part of the grueling exam to become a kafna, but he’s
not in the clear yet–there are two more trials he must face. Even if he makes it
through the second test, an intense face-to-face oral examination, the last challenge
is a practical demonstration of his abilities as a librarian. Theo has been studying his
whole life for this moment, but there’s one kind of test that no amount of studying
could have prepared him for: a group project.
Created by Kentaro Miura, Berserk is manga mayhem to the extreme - violent,
horrifying, and mercilessly funny - and the wellspring for the internationally
popular anime series. Not for the squeamish or the easily offended, Berserk asks for
no quarter - and offers none! His name is Guts, the Black Swordsman, a feared
warrior spoken of only in whispers. Bearer of a gigantic sword, an iron hand, and
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the scars of countless battles and tortures, his flesh is also indelibly marked with The
Brand, an unholy symbol that draws the forces of darkness to him and dooms him
as their sacrifice. But Guts won't take his fate lying down; he'll cut a crimson swath
of carnage through the ranks of the damned - and anyone else foolish enough to
oppose him! Accompanied by Puck the Elf, more an annoyance than a companion,
Guts relentlessly follows a dark, bloodstained path that leads only to death...or
vengeance.
Lavishly illustrated in full color and based on the classic Chinese play Xixiang Ji by
Wang Shifu, The History of the West Wing tells of the illicit romance between the
daughter of a Chinese government official and the roaming scholar who seeks to win
her hand. But before he can turn his attentions to his ladylove, the young man must
win the heart of her mother! When it seems even heroic deeds in the face of
murderous bandits will not please the strict matriarch, the young man goes off to
become a civil servant. Will he return in time to marry his true love?
Bleach, Vol. 1
Volume four
Vinland Saga 13
Berserk Volume 1
The artificial celestial body Aposimz measures 120,000 km in diameter. Most of
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its volume is its core space, which is covered by a superstructural shell. Fifty
centuries ago, the people who lost the war against the core lost their right to
reside legitimately on Aposimz, and were stranded on the frigid surface. They
face rampant Frame Disease and aggressive automatons which appear
frequently on the Ruins Level. Yet even so, somehow the people survive.
Yukako Yamagishi still loves Koichi Hirose, despite how their last rendezvous
turned out! She’s so desperate for his love that she may make a drastic
decision in order to win his heart—a decision that could have disastrous
consequences when a new Stand appears! Is this an enemy Stand, or is it
going to help her in her quest? -- VIZ Media
One of the greatest European historical epic comics ever written continues.
The Mighty Laid Low Thanks to his claim by lineage, the attackers surrounding
Jomsborg want Thorfinn to be their leader, but it is a mantle he intensely
rejects. When the battle for leadership over the powerful Jomsvikings reaches a
stalemate, Thorfinn must make a critical decision. With Gudrid held captive
within the fortressed city, walking away will not be an option. He must infiltrate
Jomsborg to break her out, and the ensuing battle will leave the greatest
mercenary force in the North Sea changed forever...
Pushed to the brink of despair after his father attempted to have him killed,
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Prince Canute has experienced an awakening, transforming him from a timid,
gentle boy into a clear-eyed man with the heart of a king.
George Van Eps Harmonic Mechanisms for Guitar, Volume 1
The History of the West Wing
Levius
JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure: Part 4--Diamond Is Unbreakable, Vol. 3
"[S]et in medieval England during the Viking invasions, it follows a
band of Viking warriors through an epic story of vengeance, blood,
tragedy, royal intrigue and more blood" -- from publisher's web site.
The most in-depth, revolutionary presentation of the harmonic
framework of musicis applied to the guitar fingerboard ever presented.
Leads to total mastery of harmonic and technical aspects of the guitar.
The material in this landmark series of 3 massive volumes address
virtually every aspect of playing jazz guitar representing the fruits of
years of the author's investigation of harmony and fingerboard
mobility. This series of books leads to total mastery of the harmonic
and technical aspects of the guitar. In notation only.
Ichigo Kurosaki has always been able to see ghosts, but this ability
doesn't change his life nearly as much as his close encounter with
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Rukia Kuchiki, a Soul Reaper and member of the mysterious Soul
Society. While fighting a Hollow, an evil spirit that preys on humans
who display psychic energy, Rukia attempts to lend Ichigo some of her
powers so that he can save his family; but much to her surprise, Ichigo
absorbs every last drop of her energy. Now a full-fledged Soul Reaper
himself, Ichigo quickly learns that the world he inhabits is one full of
dangerous spirits and, along with Rukia--who is slowly regaining her
powers--it's Ichigo's job to protect the innocent from Hollows and help
the spirits themselves find peace. -- VIZ Media
Let’s go eat some Italian food! Josuke and the gang find themselves in
hot water in a brand-new Italian restaurant thanks to its overly
aggressive chef. Is he an enemy Stand user or just a foodie gone off
the deep end? Plus, Josuke discovers that someone has been spying on
every known Stand user in Morioh right before his absentee father,
Joseph Joestar, comes to town, and the gang has to contend with
Rohan Kishibe, a local mangaka who is a really bizarre individual! -VIZ Media
Tokyo Revengers 5
JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure: Part 4--Diamond Is Unbreakable, Vol. 6
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The Vinland Sagas
Preacher: the 25th Anniversary Omnibus Vol. 2
It's the 2070s, and mankind has conquered space, making interplanetary travel possible and igniting the
imaginations of the world. It's also vastly increased the amount of dangerous space debris, and someone
has to clean it up. Hachimaki, Yuri, and Fee are a crew on that beat, each with their own goals,
tendencies, and personal problems: Hachimaki dreams of deep-space exploration in his own ship, Yuri is
still recovering from the death of his wife in an accident caused by orbiting debris, and Fee is secretive,
but there's a lot going on under the surface! Just trying to do their jobs in an age of space-age
environmental concerns and new vistas of exploration, the crew deals with Hachi's fear of isolation
hampering his hopes of joining an upcoming Jupiter mission, keep an eye on the wreckage for signs of
Yuri's lost wife, and become unwitting heroes when the only place Fee can still smoke is threatened by
terrorists! Dark Horse Manga is proud to present Makoto Yukimura's award-winning hard sci-fi epic
Planetes in two omnibus-sized editions, complete with bonus color pages never before seen in America!
"Planetes has it all: strong themes, interesting characters, and great art." -Anime Fringe
At the turn of the 11th century, the North Sea is in the grip of the Viking terror. The clever Askeladd
leads his small band of mercenaries into London, with the aid of the ruthless young Thorfinn, son of a
warrior in the dreaded Jomsvikings. But this is an alliance of convenience: Thorfinn has sworn to kill
Askeladd one day to avenge his father's death. When a race begins to capture the prince and secure the
rights to the throne, personal grudges will clash with the fate of a kingdom, and blood will be spilled!
JoJo and friends find themselves facing one of the strangest foes of all—an enemy that can transport
them into the world of video games! Can they get enough extra lives before its “Game Over”?
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Meanwhile, Polnareff enters the house of evil as he battles for his life in DIO’s lair! -- VIZ Media
A multigenerational tale of the heroic Joestar family and their never-ending battle against evil! The
legendary Shonen Jump series is now available in deluxe hardcover editions featuring color pages!
JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure is a groundbreaking manga famous for its outlandish characters, wild humor
and frenetic battles. Yoshikage Kira’s true identity is revealed! The serial killer lurks around Morioh,
killing as he pleases and enjoying a quiet life. But his secretive existence is slowly but surely coming to
light, and soon he’ll be forced to pay for his sins. Can Kira evade detection, avoid capture and live to
kill again?
Ascension, Book 8
JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure: Part 3--Stardust Crusaders
Orochi: The Perfect Edition, Vol. 1
Fence #9

FAI THE CURSED After the dangerous chess competition, Princess Sakura
takes it upon herself to alter the future by leaving her companions behind.
As a result, her body and soul are separated. To go after her, the travelers
have to decide what they can afford to pay the witch, and Fai’s past comes
out. As his lies are revealed, Fai’s curse comes back to haunt him—one that
threatens everyone’s lives if he can’t find a way to escape it.
As if fighting a small army of new foes isn’t hard enough, now some old
familiar faces are coming back to haunt our heroes. Making matters worse,
they’ve teamed up to get revenge! Then the story really gets wild when
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Iggy the dog Stand user faces a bird with Stand powers! It’s a battle of the
beasts! -- VIZ Media
It’s the 19th century, and the world has entered the Era of Rebirth,
recovering from the devastating flames of war. The sport of mechanical
martial arts has galvanized the nations. Cybernetically augmented fighters
turn their blood into steam and their bodies into brutal fighting—and
killing—machines. Young Levius is one of those arena battlers, hell-bent on
winning in order to simply survive. -- VIZ Media
The Mighty Laid Low Thanks to his claim by lineage, the attackers
surrounding Jomsborg want Thorfinn to be their leader, but it is a mantle
he intensely rejects. When the battle for leadership over the powerful
Jomsvikings reaches a stalemate, Thorfinn must make a critical decision.
With Gudrid held captive within the fortressed city, walking away will not
be an option. He must infiltrate Jomsborg to break her out, and the ensuing
battle will leave the greatest mercenary force in the North Sea changed
forever…
Vinland Saga Notebook
APOSIMZ 2
Planetes Omnibus Volume 2
Vinland Saga College Ruled Lined Pages Size 6 X 9 , 100 Pages
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Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them
whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of one of the most
beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated
translation and completely fresh lettering, and presented with color pages
on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition
presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers as they were
truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and
behind-the-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an
alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Finding
themselves at a crossroads, the brothers seek the guidance of a teacher,
but her lessons are harder to master than any alchemy.
Mankind has established a base on the Moon and manned missions to
Mars, and now prepares to travel further into space than ever before.
Fulfilling his lifelong dream of space exploration, young Hachimaki makes
the cut for the Von Braun Jupiter mission, forcing him to confront his own
limitations beyond the farthest frontier. Back home, his compatriots Fee,
Yuri, and Tanabe stare down the United States military, refusing to
abandon their mission clearing space debris in the face of a war that
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threatens to set off the Kessler syndrome, trapping Earth forever behind a
wall of deadly space debris! Often cited as a gateway title into the world of
manga, Planetes is a modern classic, and Dark Horse Manga is proud to
present the series' concluding omnibus volume, produced from the original
files and including all the color pages and bonus stories! "My favorite sci-fi
comics series of all time."-Writer Alex de Campi (Smoke/Ashes, Archie vs.
Predator)
The Saga of the Greenlanders and Eirik the Red’s Saga contain the first
ever descriptions of North America, a bountiful land of grapes and vines,
discovered by Vikings five centuries before Christopher Columbus. Written
down in the early thirteenth century, they recount the Icelandic settlement
of Greenland by Eirik the Red, the chance discovery by seafaring
adventurers of a mysterious new land, and Eirik’s son Leif the Lucky’s
perilous voyages to explore it. Wrecked by storms, stricken by disease and
plagued by navigational mishaps, some survived the North Atlantic to pass
down this compelling tale of the first Europeans to talk with, trade with, and
war with the Native Americans.
Collect the next volume of groundbreaking stories from this popular
graphic novel series that is the inspiration behind the AMC television
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series! Beginning with the War in the Sun story, Texan preacher Jesse
Custer goes to Monument Valley, where he plans his showdown with God.
But Starr and the Saint of Killers have other plans for Jesse's future.
Merging with a bizarre spiritual force called Genesis, Jesse becomes
completely disillusioned with the beliefs that he had dedicated his entire
life to. Now possessing the power of the Word, an ability to make people
obey whatever he utters, Custer sets off on a dark journey. He loses faith in
both humanity and God as he witnesses atrocities and improbable
calamities during his travels. Jesse is joined by his gun-toting girlfriend,
Tulip, and the hard-drinking Irish vampire, Cassidy, on the rowdy
adventures that culminate in the High Noon to end all High Noons. Included
in this omnibus are specials featuring the origins of Arseface, the dastardly
adventures of Jody and T.C.--the animal-loving henchmen employed by
Jesse Custer's grandma--Jesse and Tulip's early days of love, and much,
much more. The powerhouse creative team of Garth Ennis and Steve Dillon
does not disappoint as they take readers on a violent and riotous journey in
this award-winning series! Collects Preacher #34-66, Preacher Special: The
Story of You-Know-Who, Preacher Special: The Good Old Boys, Preacher
Special: One Man's War, Preacher: Tall in the Saddle, Absolute Preacher
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Vol. 2, and Absolute Preacher Vol. 3.
Tsubasa Omnibus
Notebook
Berserk Deluxe Volume 5
Vinland Saga
WITHIN THE KING’S GRASP As Canute plots to become ruler of the entire
Danish world, Thorfinn’s only ambition is to see a harvest profitable
enough to buy his own life back. But the fates of prince and slave
will come together once again, as Canute plans to seize Ketil Farm
from its kindhearted master. What sinister tricks does the have up his
sleeve, and could they dash Thorfinn’s hopes for freedom? Meanwhile,
Einar’s infatuation with Arnheid takes an unexpected turn when her
former husband – an escaped slave – barges onto the farm, insisting
she run away with him… "A fascinating, violent, and moving story
[that’s] firmly among other timeless classics… Seriously, I don’t know
how many different ways I can say this manga is worth reading."
-Kotaku
The Beginning After The End
Fullmetal Alchemist: Fullmetal Edition
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